1
00:00:00,000 --> 00:00:06,389
we see typically a little bit larger
2
00:00:03,060 --> 00:00:08,699
response to it then we do for the whole
3
00:00:06,389 --> 00:00:13,558
network is that answering your question
4
00:00:08,699 --> 00:00:17,059
yeah yeah we don't have that much
5
00:00:13,558 --> 00:00:19,769
sophistication yet we're working on it
6
00:00:17,059 --> 00:00:21,989
Roger comment about your wrist
7
00:00:19,769 --> 00:00:23,660
appropriate response to the question
8
00:00:21,989 --> 00:00:26,939
over here about could you specify
9
00:00:23,660 --> 00:00:28,920
behavior on the rigs I appreciate your
10
00:00:26,939 --> 00:00:31,649
saying well we're in this group we know
11
00:00:28,920 --> 00:00:35,609
anything is possible but more
12
00:00:31,649 --> 00:00:38,488
specifically the question you ask is so
13
00:00:35,609 --> 00:00:39,869
significant it makes me think of Bel
14
00:00:38,488 --> 00:00:42,269
tellers work with intentionally
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15
00:00:39,869 --> 00:00:44,640
imprinted electronic devices where he
16
00:00:42,270 --> 00:00:47,309
works with specific very very specific
17
00:00:44,640 --> 00:00:49,500
processes and questions so I would say
18
00:00:47,308 --> 00:00:53,009
the tiller work combined with this work
19
00:00:49,500 --> 00:00:55,920
so as the answer is yes is I think it is
20
00:00:53,009 --> 00:00:57,808
definitely yes but it's something that
21
00:00:55,920 --> 00:01:00,090
we have only begun to explore I mean
22
00:00:57,808 --> 00:01:03,119
we've formulated the question and it's a
23
00:01:00,090 --> 00:01:04,379
it needs a little more refinement and
24
00:01:03,119 --> 00:01:07,200
then it would be a good question which
25
00:01:04,379 --> 00:01:09,090
will have the answer embedded in it bill
26
00:01:07,200 --> 00:01:11,040
Roger do you have any results in the
27
00:01:09,090 --> 00:01:13,079
Chinese Chinese earthquakes did you ever
28
00:01:11,040 --> 00:01:16,409
because located yes the Chinese
29
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00:01:13,079 --> 00:01:18,959
earthquake is positive deviation is not
30
00:01:16,409 --> 00:01:21,900
itself highly significant we have
31
00:01:18,959 --> 00:01:25,169
learned over time slowly that major
32
00:01:21,900 --> 00:01:27,420
disasters the effects on human
33
00:01:25,170 --> 00:01:30,990
consciousness and the emotional state of
34
00:01:27,420 --> 00:01:34,609
the world develop over days not in a few
35
00:01:30,989 --> 00:01:37,500
hours that typically are our events so
36
00:01:34,609 --> 00:01:42,140
the answer is yes there's definitely an
37
00:01:37,500 --> 00:01:42,140
effect registered Thank You Roger
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